
The Armchair Pundits
Uploading guide

1)  Paste your article into Notepad to remove any formatting from Microsoft Word.

2)  Paste the headline into the box at the top of the screen where it says “Enter title here.” Make sure your title isn’t 
accidentally in the post still, and make sure to enter a title. Posts without titles have incorrect URLs.

3)  After the first two paragraphs (maximum 150 words) select the “insert more” tag, which is next to the green tick on 
the formatting bar above the text box.

4)  At the start of the article, insert a photograph that sums up the article. Try and avoid images from the internet that 
already have accreditation marks on them (such as AP, AFP, Press Association, Reuters) etc.

5)  Choose a photo from your files, upload it, and make sure it is “medium” and not full size. Left align the photograph 
(vary alignment for any subsequent pictures). Upload about three-four photos per article depending on length.

6)  Insert a caption. All image captions must be as follows: “Description (Image | placed image procured from) 
[Example: (Joey Barton’s 12 game ban appears harsh compared to similar offences | The Daily Mail)].” Make sure to put 
a full stop on the end of picture captions.

7)  Insert a backlink at the end of the article. To do this, open a previous post in the dashboard, go to the end of the 
article, and copy the backlink, which should read: “Back to [sport name].”

8)  To change the backlink destination, switch from “visual” to “HTML” in the right hand corner of the top bar, and 
change the HTML, which should look like this: “<strong>Back to <a href=”http://thearmchairpundits.wordpress.com/
category/football” target=”_blank”>Football</a></strong>.” You need to alter “football” in the category list and at the 
end of the post, but the latter can also be done in the “visual” editing screen.

9)  Copy the following message from another article and make sure to include in your post after the backlink: “Follow 
The Armchair Pundits on Twitter (@armchairpundit2) or “like” our Facebook page for new articles and exclusive 
content.”

10)  If the author is on Twitter, make sure to include their Twitter name at the bottom of the article, before the backlink 
and above message. The Twitter link must be as follows and in italics: “Tweet the author | @chriskking.” To hyperlink 
the Twitter name, search for the individual’s Twitter URL and click on the “insert/edit link” option on the top bar. Then 
paste the URL in this box.

11)  Make sure your post has sufficient tags. These increase our search enging presence, so think outside the box a little 
and whatever you reference in your article, tag it.

12)  Categorising is also important as it diversifies the website and creates niche content. If a category doesn’t exist and 
you feel it should, create it.

13)  As a general rule, share articles from 9am-10.30am and 5pm-9pm. Outside of these slots it is unlikely to be seen. 
We should aim to have at least one article per day going up in each time slot. Don’t schedule articles in.

14)  When you publicise articles on Twitter, use the following format: [name of sport] | [location] | [team] | Title of post 
(will automatically appear if you share via Wordpress. URL (will also automatically appear if shared via Wordpress). 
Make sure to remove the via @armchairpundit2 or @wordpress thing, because it adds nothing. If you don’t feel it is 
applicable to add [location] and [team] don’t, but for football especially, if often is and increases our trending visibility.


